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Global Trends  & Democracy’s Decline
● 2017 Democracy Index showed USA decline into a “Flawed Democracy”
● Global Rise off the Radical Right and Popullist Leaders over recent years
○ EX: Bolsonaro in Brazil
○ EX: Trump in the USA
○ EX: Viktor Orban in Hungary
○ EX: Marine Le Pen and Macron in France
● Decline in traditional political parties and greater emphasis on ethnic IDs
● Possible Causes:
○ Financial Instability (Eurozone Crisis and 2008 Recession)
○ Rampant Imigration increase
● Results:
○ Rise of the radical right + popullist leaders
○ BREXIT + seperatist movements
○ Decline of the Left +Polarization




Why is democracy declining and 
is the issue a matter of 
inadequate representation?
“In this paper, I will argue that recent 
trends in the decline of democracy can be 
partially attributed to a lack of democratic 
legitimacy that has been caused by a failure 
to intentionally account for demographic 
diversity in elites-masses compromise of 
many democracies; furthermore, I will 
argue that the majoritarian notion of many 
representative democracies is not 
sufficient to represent the demographic 
composition of multicultural democracies 
and suggest a mixed regime that provides 
for greater descriptive representation of 




● “The People” as Ethnos or Dēmos
● Social differentiation of elites’ positions
● Bio Fracture of “the people”- Stratification 
of inequality and one's’ ability to participate 
through institutions or circumstances
● USA Citizenship & Suffrage





● The word democracy comes from ancient Greek
○ Dēmos meaning the people
○  Kratos meaning power or rule
● Popular Assemblies and Direct Democracy
● The dēmos did only included citizens 
(not slaves or other non-citizens)
● Some Critics: Madison, Plato, Aristotle
The Roman Republic: A Mixed Regime
● The sixth century the Romans created the republicia:
○ (1) the Senate controlled by the aristocrats
○ (2) the Comitia Centuriata controlled by 
monarchist/military 
○ (3) the Concilium Plebis controlled by the 
people
○ (4) the Comitia Tributa open to all citizens
Adoption of Representation
● Concept of representation can  be traced back to the late medieval period in Europe
● Imposed as a duty by the monarch from above to enhance administration:
○ Bore no notions of equality or democracy
● Combined with notions of mixed-regime democracies during the English Civil War and 
18th century  revolutions. 
● Formation of an “elite-mass compromise” and representative democracies





Typologies of Representative Democracies
● 1965 Almond typology of Western democratic systems:
○ The Continental European system, the Anglo-American 
systems, and the Scandinavian/Low Countries system
● My typology:
○ The Anglo-American Majoritarian Political Systems, 
the Semi-Autonomous Political Systems, and the Consociational Political Systems
● Political Culture, Political Subculture, & fragmentation
Anglo-American Majoritarian & 
Semi-Autonomous Models
● Anglo-American Majoritarian models:
○ Often have Majoritarian election system like first-past-the-post system and 
single-party majorities
● Anglo-American Majoritarian models have the greatest stability (Homogenous)
● Semi-Autonomous models:
○ Tend to have Proportional Representation and give relative autonomy
○ Power given through formal or marginal means to political subcultures
Consociational Model
● Created by Lijphart for countries with heterogeneous 
political cultures, which were fragmented, but still stable
● Features of consociational models:
○ (1) executive power sharing through grand coalitions
○ (2) bicameralism and minority representation
○ (3) proportional representation
○ (4)decentralization of the government through a federalist system
○ (5) minority veto
Case Studies
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Anglo-American Majoritarian Systems: The UK
● Top 10% of “Liberal Democracies” (Economist index)
● A federalist parliamentary democracy under a 
constitutional monarchy
● House of Lords and House of Commons
● First past the post election system 
● Historically dominated by by large coalitions 
● Left/Right dimension with  Conservative & Labor parties
● Four countries that comprise the UK: England, Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland
Semi-Autonomous Political Systems: Spain
● Ranked 22nd in the world with a score of 8.12 out of 10
● 1978 constitution established Spain as a federalist 
Parliamentary democracy under a constitutional monarchy
● Decentralization and  granting of relative autonomy 
● Basque, Catalan, Gallego, and Valencian
● Estado de las Autonomías created 17 Comunidades autónomas
● The Congress of Deputies and the Senate
● Seperatist movements (Catalonia and Basque Country)
Consociational Political Systems: Belgium
● “Flawed democracy” ranked 36th (7.51 out of 10)
● A Flemish, French, and German Community
● Chamber of Deputies and Senate
● Guaranteed representation for German community
● Regions manage their education systems, run their news 
networks, regulate inter-region transportation, and conduct foreign relations
● Over the past decade, Belgium has had over three years without a ruling coalition
Putting the Pieces Together
● Political culture matters
● A political culture of thick democratic norms can overcome other cultural
tendencies towards fragmentation
● The absence of “thick” democratic norms and a centrifugal force can cause fragmentation
● States need to revise and reform institutions in order to make them compatible with changing 
political cultures 
● Autonomy empowers elites to strengthen or overcome ethnic divides
A New Way 
Forward?
Chapter 4
A New Way Forward
● Some regime types only work with certain conditions
● Minority Empowerment Thesis: minority representation, and increases in the said 
representation, strengthens representational links, fosters more positive attitudes 
toward government, and encourages political participation
● Banducci Study (African-Americans in the USA and the Maori people in New Zealand)
● Bobo and Gilliam Study (“High Empowerment” in Black communities w/ Black mayors)
● Howell and Fagan Study (New Orleans high # of Black admin → 50% increase in trust)

Where Can We Go: A Case for Direct Democracy?
● Modern Types of Direct Democracy:
○ (1) Citizen-initiated referendums 
○  (2) Popular referendum 
○ (3) Government-initiated referendums 
○ (4) Mandatory referendums
● Nuances of structure/execution of direct democracy
● Modern technology allows us to conduct large scale direct democracy
● Direct democracy through citizens assemblies 

Reforming Majoritarian Institutions: “Radical” 
Change and Reform?
● Switch from first-past-the-post to PR systems
● Mandatory Recalls of representatives
● A top-4 system or top-2 system
● Require parties to have a minimum number of  each of the major ethnic or racial 
political subcultures 
● Or hold elections within political subcultures to choose a representative
What’s Next?
